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45/62B (Indonesia)
45/62F (Germany)*

45/62G (Sri Lanka)
45/64 (Sweden)

45/65
45/66

45/79
45/81

(Canada)*
(Egypt)*

(Malta)
(Poland)

Report of the Disarmamrent Commission
Implementation of the guidelines for appropriate types of
confidence-building measures
Tenth anniversary of the UN Institute for Disarmament Research

Convention on prohibitions or restrictions on the use of certain
conventional weapons which may be deemed to bie excessively injurious
or to have indiscriminate effects

Study on the role of the UN in the field of venification

Prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types of weapons
of mass destruction and new systerus of such weapons

Strengthening of security and cooperation in the Mediterranean region

Implementation of the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for
Life in Peace

Resolutions Opposed by Canada
RESOLUTION NUMBER RESOLUTION
(Lead Sponsor)

45/59B (India)
45/59D (Mexico)
45/62C (Yugoslavia)

Convention on'the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons
Nuclear arms freeze
Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmamnent and
prevention of nuclear war

VOTE
Yes-No-Abstain

125-17-10
126-14-12

132-12-9

Resolutions on whîch Canada Abstained
RESOLUTION NUMBER
(Lead Sponsor)

45/49 (Mexico)
45/50 (Mexico)
45/56B (Sierra Leone)
45/58B (Yugoslavia)
45/58N (Sweden)

45/60 (India)

45/62D (Yugoslavia)
45/62E (Mexico)
45/63 (Jordan)
45/77 (Yugoslavia)
45/80 (Yugoslavia)

Draft Decisions

RESOLUTION

Cessation of ail nuclear test explosions
Partial Test Ban Treaty Amendment Conference

Nuclear Capability of South Africa
Bilateral nuclear arms negotiations
Charting potential uses of resources allocated to military activities for
civilian endeavours to protect the environment
Scientific and technological developments and their impact on
international security
Report of the Conference, on Disarmament
Comprehensive program of disarmament
Israeli nuclear armament
Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace

Review of the implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening
of International Security

In addition to the above resolutions, there were four draft
Canada and deait with thefollowing subjects:
International arms transfers (Colombia)
Naval arnments and disarmament (Sweden)

Conventional disarmanient on a regional scale (Peru)

Information on arms control and disarmarnent agreeme

* ~~,-,nqo~red bv Canada

Consensus

Consensus
Consensus

Consensus
Consensus

Consensus
Consensus

Consensus

VOTE
Yes-No-Abstain

127-3-17
116-2-28
118-4-27
131-0-22

138-3-12

133-3-16
128-8-16
123-6-22
98-2-50
128-4-17

123-1-29
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